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Health and Safety



１. What is Health 
and Safety



Production〔Materials＋〔tools, machines〕
＝New value

Using of materials、machines, 

and Tools

BUT

Doesn’t know the work, not familiar with the work, busy, 

too much comfort, carelessness

Not obeying the health & safety procedure

To have a good product that is affordable

※Lower the price （Eliminate the waste）
➔ Ex: the working progress is too long➔work fast

➔ If you overdone or did unsafe procedures…

worker・・sore, in pain, not able to work

Family and close people・・・will worry

Documents, facility, company・・・damage loss

Safe and no injury/damages

➔ You can work comfortably and good everyday

➔ Product efficiency will go UP

➔ You can produce good and affordable product

＝SAFETY FIRST

Health & Safety ・・・ Do as decided and      instructed

（Keep safe and healthy）



Cautions when doing practical education

① To be taught in an effective way and nicely.

Do not think of unnecessary things and work unwillingly when 

being taught. It is also important to focus and be cautious.

② Keep asking questions until you understand.

The things that being taught are the things that you are going to 

do at your work. If you start working without enough knowledge, 

it will cause some troubles at your workplace. Also, it is not safe 

for you. That is why keep asking questions until you understand. 

Remember that it is not embarrassing to ask.

③ Remember all things the things that you learned

You will get to work after knowing all the work procedures. You

need to make sure that you understand very well. Of course, you

will not be given difficult task at first so don’t worry about it.

④ Do the actual work and then memorize all the points.

In some cases. Some might think that they understand 

everything and the work looks easy but when doing the actual 

work, they had some troubles and difficulty doing it.  

It is important to be guided by “senpai” or higher worker while 

doing your work at first. So that they will show you the proper 

way and also teach some tips.

⑤ Practice and practice

Even if you think that you can do the work without problem, 

sometimes it doesn’t go that way. The good basis for work is to 

practice and practice. Again and again, memorize the right 

procedure step by step.

You must have a healthy body in order to acquire good working skills.

For workers, your body is your capital



２. Cause of injuries



In a factory or workplace, there are a lot of dangerous places and 

unfamiliar machines. To prevent injuries, you need to make sure and 

do the basics of safety. Don’t forget that each employee must 

cooperate with this.

For example, an employee is running inside the workplace (factory). 

Let’s say that the case was he got caught by an air hose and 

tripped… then got bruise because of that.

We need to lose the accidents like this one to prevent injury!!

Unsafety condition of 

machines and 

equipments

Unsafety procedure of 

the worker

Accident Injury

Unsafety condition of 

equipments

Unsafety procedure of 

the worker(running)

accident Injury

(bruise)

An airhose was placed at the aisle

tripped



There is always a direct cause and indirect cause in every accident. 

In this, we can say that…

If we will sort the problem、

① Injuries appear as a result of an accident

② Accident occurs because of a direct cause

③ If you investigate the direct cause, you will know the indirect

cause.

To prevent injuries, don’t cause accidents but we can also prevent

accidents not just with the direct cause but also with the indirect

cause.

Direct cause Indirect cause

Caught by the air 

hose

The worker was hurrying because the 

work was being delayed. He forgot the 

safety rules like “no running”.

An air hose was 

placed in the 

walking 

aisle(way)

Another worker forgot the safety 

precaution and placed the hose at the 

ground.



３.Three Principles 
of Safety



For you to not get injured, it is necessary to follow the safety rules.

First, think of “what are the rules” and then you must also know and

understand that “when I don’t follow that, what will be the

consequences (injury)”.

In a working place, “safety” should be the priority of everyone. This is

called the “3 principles of safety”

①Seiri Seiton (tidying up)

The most important in safety operation is “tidying up or sorting”

If sorting is not properly done, it will be hard to identify if the

product/item is good or not good. Finding things can cause frustration

and also it is a waste of time and effort.

Seiri(sorting)

→sort necessary and unnecessary things. Then dispose

the unnecessary

Seiton(organizing)

→Place things at the right places.

For that to be done、
・Don’t scatter your things.

・Organize

・Put the often used items in easy to reach places

・Don’t put tools and materials on the machines and equipments

・Don’t put things on the unreachable places.

・Don’t put things from the passage/walk way.



② Inspection and Maintenance

There are accidents caused by insufficient check and inspection.

It has been decided that machines and equipment should be checked

regularly-once a month or once a year. Make sure to inspect the tools

that.

you are using and by doing that, you can save yourself from future

accidents.

「Safety＝Inspection＋signal＋check」

The three essential elements of disaster prevention must be done

regularly on your daily work.

③ Standard Operation

Standard Operation is about working “safely”, “properly”, “quickly”,

and “easily”

「Safely」・・・no injuries no matter who the worker is

「properly」・・・same results no matter who the worker is

「quickly」・・constant time no matter who the worker is

「easily」・・・there is always a way that is not “too difficult”

NO MUDA (unuseful), MURA (uneven), MURI (impossible) in the

work procedure.

In other words, it is not just about making sure of the safety. But also

achieving the quality, workability, and low cost. These standards are

essential when working.



４. Knowledge of 
Safety Work



For your work to  be safe, you must 

do proper procedures.

①Work rules

Even if only one worker didn’t follow the rules, this will lead to

problems and troubles to the whole company.

For example, if an inspection isn’t done properly, it might cause 

malfunction to the machine or if someone won’t obey the smoking 

rules, it might lead to explosive fire. The rules and regulations of the 

workplace must be followed by each and every worker.

② Proper uniform

The priority use of work uniform is not about the style but the safety

of the workers.

・Wear proper cap

・Put the buttons.

・Repair the tear and hole immediately

・Don’t work with just a shirt

・Wear appropriate shoes

・Don’t put towels on your neck and waist

Proper dressing should be done by yourselves. Practice wearing

proper uniform!!



③ Protective Equipment (protector)

Protective equipments protect your body. For example, to prevent

your eyes and ears from the bright light and loud sound, safety

equipment helps. There are some cases that lead to death just

because safety equipment wasn’t properly wore. It is important to

wear protectors during work. You also need a proper storage and care

for these.

・Safety head wear ・Prevent your hands from corrosion

・Safety eyewear ・safety footwear

・Mask ・Foot cover to prevent foot burn

・Earplug for loud noises ・equipment to prevent from falling

Incidents

The figure above is was made by an American Engineer named

Heinrich. It is a pictorial description of the relationship between

occurrences and more serious accidents and incidents.

Heinrich law states that in a workplace, for every accident that

causes a major injury, there are 29 accidents that cause minor

injuries and 300 accidents that cause no injuries.

In our daily lives, maybe it is not this terrible. But for every unsafe

acts it can lead to this.

Unsafety act or 

condition

1

29

300

Serious injury

minor injury

No injury accident



Risk prevention training

-Each and every one is irreplaceable.

～Every one desires for a workplace to be safe and no accidents.

But it has been said that humans make mistakes. We mistakenly

look at things, hear things or we are blank minded sometimes. These

things are some causes of the accidents. To lessen these kinds of

incidents, risk prevention training has been made.

KYT= K(kiken/danger), Y(Yochi, prediction), T(Training)

To prevent risks, it is important to arrange the facilities and

workplace. Furthermore, the mistake that workers made should be

fixed and discussed by all members.

The illustration of KYT in the factory will be shown below.

(the tasks below should be done by 5~6 members)

（K・Y・T・）

First round

By looking at the illustration, you can point out the hidden

hazards. State the “dangers” that you see.

Second round

In the “dangers” that are given, highlight the “especially

dangerous” things.

Third round

Think of preventions that can be done with the “stated dangers”.

What would you do?

Fourth round

Summarize the dangers and think of an act and set goals to

prevent those. Danger points



Finally, check all the items by pointing it. Pointing the name that is 

stated in KYT is a good training to improve your concentration. Also, 

it improves the safety of your working environment and prevents 

risks.

KYTB Basic round method

Procedure of KYT

Time alloted：1st to 2nd round １５mins. 3rd to 4th, 15mins. Total of 30

mins.

Use illustration paper and Hazard prediction training report

Introd

uction

Everyone stand up.

(said by leader or 

sub-leader)

＊KYT begins！
①Greetings

②Checking the members

③Explanation of the illustration

1st R
What are the 

hidden hazards

⓸Understanding the actual 

situation

・Things that can crash or fall

例：Fall to your head or might cute 

your hand, bur

５～７item

[this item might lead to…]

2nd R

Pursuiting

“This is the danger 

point”

５.Mark with red marker the 

hazardous places

６. Underline the important dangers 

７・Point out

第３R

Establish measures

What would you 

do?

８・State the executable prevention 

→5~7

第４R
Set goal

I would do this…

９．Setting targets
１０．One point calling
「＊＊Check！」３times
１１．Touch and call
「Zero disaster!」

Annou

nce

Pair team １３・ Presentation of each tea and

comments



The factors and phenomenon

１．Let’s become like the workers in the illustration

Follow the work as illustrated

２． Combine the factors and phenomenon.

Factors：[this is…that is why…]

Phenom： [it will be….]

３．Let’s express “Phenomenon is a type of accident”

We can say this in other words like the phrases mentioned below/

「fall」「fall」「hit」「on my feet」「will hit the head」「put in」「get

caught 」 「underlay 」 「will cut the hands 」 「hand 」 「burn 」 「has

electric shock」 etc

・「this might~」「～has danger」 these phrases are not needed

・You don’t have to say the result of the accident

４． Dig the factors

EX＞ Case: Going down the stairs with things on both hands

→you’ll realize that you might fall⇒・Why leave on step？
→「足You can’t see the way that is why there is a tendency that

you might fall」⇒Why: 「Your hands are full」

You can see this at the 2nd R of KYT in the 4th round area. The

things that you underlined are the danger factors.

５． Specifically state the factors
To specify, you must share your thoughts with each other.

EX＞ That position is a bit off… I’m worried…etc

State “what is” and “why it is too hard”Also,

EX＞ Because I’m not wearing a safety belt, I’m not wearing

protective eyewear… etc

But just by these things, we can not see the center of the problem

and its movement.

For example, I am out, my head is too close, footsteps is not in

the proper place… let’s state positively.



About touch and call

〔target〕
This activity involves touching and pointing at target objects in

order to proceed with work safely.

Before and after meeting.

〔Type〕
① Touch（７～８members）

form a circle, put you left hand to the person on your left, use

your right hand to point the center/

② Ring form (５～６members）
・Form a circle ・By using your left hand, touch the thumb of

the person on your left ・use your left index finger to point

Touch and call

③ Overlap type (４～５members）
・Form a circle ・layer your left hands ( the leader’s hand should

be below) ・layering your thumb finger of your right hand

then point the left hand.

〔style〕
Wait for your leader’s signal then make a “call”

〔when〕
Touch type・・・morning meeting and after meeting, practice star

and after

Overlap and ring form・・・during the meeting of the sub team.



Pointing and calling

〔target〕
This is to achieve the participation of everyone by pointing and

calling

〔form〕
① eye・・・ find the phenomenon

② mouth・・・say “Yoshi/check” in a loud voice

③ Ear・・・ Listen to your own voice

④ Elbow and fingers・・・

Pointing and Calling

〔How to play〕
After the leader’s signal, everyone should point and call at the
same time.

〔When〕
During morning meeting and after.
「Everyone lives are irreplaceable check!」
「Zero Accidents check!」 etc

Put your left hand on you waist

Extend your left arm and point things using

your index finger

Swing your arm up to your ear once then say

“check” out loud.


